Postman is a mail client with web interface (what is known as a "Webmail") designed and programmed in the IT Service. It has been developed in response to the needs raised in our University in terms of easy, reliable, accessible and high-performance e-mail.

Postman is today the email client that most University staff use to access their email account from any browser, and without having to configure their account data in different email client programs.

Postman has evolved and integrated today, in addition to the access and configuration of the mail service:

1. A web interface to access and manage virtual disk spaces (this interface is equivalent, but it is not the same as when it is accessed via the web interface of the spaces service itself).
2. A web interface to access the news service.
3. A gateway to the account configuration service.
4. A gateway to the virtual secretary service.
5. A gateway to the virtual classroom service.

To access Postman from anywhere in the world, just use one of the URL’s (secure links): correo.uv.es